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Subject: PREMISES LICENCE REVIEW APPLICATION 
THE WINCHESTER, 2 ESSEX ROAD, LONDON, N1 8LN 

1. Synopsis 

1.1 This is an application for a review of a premise licence under the Licensing Act 2003. 

1.2 The premises currently holds a licence allowing: 

• The provision of live music, recorded music on Sunday to Wednesday from 09:00 until 
00:00, on Thursday from 09:00 until 02:00 the day following, and on Friday and Saturday 
from 09:00 until 04:00 the day following.  

• The provision of exhibition of films on Monday to Sunday from 09:00 until 23:00.  

• The provision of late night refreshment on Sunday to Wednesday from 23:00 until 00:30 
the day following, on Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 23:00 until 02:30 the day 
following. 

• The provision of live music, recorded music on Sunday to Wednesday from 11:00 until 
00:00, on Thursday from 11:00 until 02:00 the day following, and on Friday and Saturday 
from 11:00 until 04:00 the day following.  

• The sale of alcohol by retail on and off the premises on Sunday to Wednesday from 
11:00 until 00:00, on Thursday from 11:00 until 02:00 the day following, and on Friday 
and Saturday from 11:00 until 03:30 the day following.  

  



1.3 The grounds for the review are  

• The prevention of crime and disorder.  

• Public safety,  

• Public nuisance 

• Protection of children from harm. 

2. Relevant Representations 

Licensing Authority Yes 

Metropolitan Police Yes 

Noise Yes 

Health and Safety No 

Trading Standards No 

Public Health Yes 

Safeguarding Children No 

London Fire Brigade No 

Local residents Yes: 11  

Other bodies No:  

 

3. Background 

3.1 Papers are attached as follows:- 
 Appendix 1:  application form; 
 Appendix 2:  current licence  
 Appendix 3:  representations; 
  

3.2 The current licensing hours were granted in September 2005 when the Licensing Act 2003 came 
into force. The current designated supervisor Mr Tofan has been a director of Beronmoor Limited 
the company holding licence throughout this period.  

3.3 Mr Tofan was named as the designated premises supervisor from 5th June 2017.  

3.4 The current licence was amended by way of minor variation on the 20 October 2015. This minor 
variation was submitted after consultation with the Police Licensing Team.  This consultation was 
deemed necessary due to the significantly higher crime statistics linked to its operation than other 
similar licensed premises in the vicinity.     



3.5 The Minor Variation led to the additional condition’s numbered 18 to 25 which can be found at 
Annex 2 of the current licence. 

3.6 This review application was submitted on 6th November 2017 by a local resident due to concerns 
about behaviour of customers of the premises in the early hours of the morning on residential 
streets.  The review application is supported by representations from The Licensing Authority, the 
Police, the Council’s Noise Team, Public Health and eleven local residents. 

4. Planning Implications 

4.1 There are no planning implications.  

5 Recommendations 
5.1 To determine the application for the review of the premises licence under Section 51 of the 

Licensing Act 2003. 

6 Conclusion and reasons for recommendations 

6.1 The Council is required to consider this application in the light of all relevant information, and if 
approval is given, it may attach such conditions as appropriate to promote the licensing 
objectives. 

 

Background papers: 

The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 
Licensing Act 2003 
Secretary of States Guidance 

Final Report Clearance 

Signed by  
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Forde, Niall

From: Loizou, Petros
Sent: 10 November 2017 12:08
To: Licensing
Subject: FW: Premises Licence Review: The Winchester 

 
 

From: Loizou, Petros On Behalf Of LicensingPolice 
Sent: 10 November 2017 12:08 
To: Licensing  
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Review: The Winchester  

 
Please consider this as an initial response from the police. 
 
Police will be making representations. We have carried out research since Jan 2017, there have been a total of 8 
incidents reported involving the premises they are as follows; 
 
15/01/2017 – GBH report ‐ The victim was called a “faggot” and was then punched in the face by the suspect. 
 
21/01/2017 – Theft report 
 
12/02/2017 – ABH report – Male headbutted door supervisor  
 
23‐24/06/2017 – Theft report 
 
18/07/2017 – GBH ‐ Altercation inside venue, parties removed a fight ensued outside and a male was assaulted  
 
21/07/2017 – Criminal Damage – Male was ejected from venue and damaged a window 
 
29/07/22017 – Theft report 
 
16/09/2017 – Theft report 
 
A more detailed report will be available in due course. 
 
Regards 
 
 
Pc Petros Loizou 
Islington Police Licensing Team 
 
Email Licensingpolice@islington.gov.uk 
 
Mobile 07799133204 
 
 
 

From: Williams, John  
Sent: 07 November 2017 15:33 
To: LicensingPolice <LicensingPolice@islington.gov.uk>; FSR‐AdminSupport@london‐fire.gov.uk; Brothers, Anne 
<Anne.Brothers@islington.gov.uk>; Standards, Trading <Trading.Standards@islington.gov.uk>; Control, Building 
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<Building.Control@islington.gov.uk>; Gibbons, Janice <Janice.Gibbons@islington.gov.uk>; CSPU Team 
<CSPUteam@islington.gov.uk>; S&QA <S&QA@islington.gov.uk>; Cheqrouni ‐ Kettani, Salah <Salah.Cheqrouni‐
Kettani@islington.gov.uk>; CIPH licensing <CIPHlicensing@islington.gov.uk>; alcohol@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk 
Cc: Lane, Terrie <Teresa.Lane@islington.gov.uk>; 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We have received the attached application for a Premises Licence (Review):  

Licence Holder:Beronmoor ltd, Alpha House, 176 High St, Barnet, Herts. EN5 5SZ 

Premises Name: The Winchester 

Address: 20Essex Road. N1 8LN 

Application received: 6/11/17 

Last date for representations: 4/12/17 

Worksheet Number:WK/170034902 

This application to review relates to the following licensing objectives :the prevention of crime & 
disorder, public safety, prevention of public nuisance and the protection of children from harm. 

Regards, 

John Williams 

 
Licensing Team 
Public Protection Division 
Environment & Regeneration 
Islington Council 
3rd Floor, 222 Upper Street, London, N1 1XR 
Tel: 020 7527 3031 

e-mail: licensing@islington.gov.uk 

website: www.islington.gov.uk 

The information contained in this E-Mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally exempt from disclosure, the confidentiality 
of this E-Mail and your reply cannot be guaranteed.  

The information in this message is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely 
for the addressee. Access to this message by any other person is not permitted. If you are not the 
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intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken 
in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. 

Please help save resources by not printing this e-mail if you can avoid it, and by using recycled 
paper. 
 



 

Witness Signature: …………………………………………………………................................................................ 
 
Signature Witnessed by Signature:…………………………………………………………........................................ 
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RESTRICTED (when complete) MG11C 

RESTRICTED (when complete) 99/12 

WITNESS STATEMENT 
 
 Criminal Procedure Rules, r 27. 2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9; Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, s.5B 
 

URN  

  
 

  
       

  Statement of:  PC 757 NI LOIZOU 
 

Age if under 18:  Over 18 (if over 18 insert  ‘over 18’) Occupation:  Police Officer 

This statement (consisting of 1 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and 
I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it 
anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true. 
 
Witness Signature: …………………………………………………………............................. Date:  05/01/18 

 
This statement is in relation to my investigation into The Winchester, 2 Essex 
Road N1 8LN. I am PC 3757CN LOIZOU and a police officer based in the 
Islington police licensing team. 
 
On Friday 10th November 2017 I submitted an initial response to the council in 
relation to the above premises.  
 
I carried out research from January 2017 and found there had been (5) Five 
incidents involving victims with injury, (1) One incident involving criminal 
damage and (4) Four reports of theft. Please see summary of reports which I 
have exhibited as PLL/01. 
 
At least 3 of these reports occured after 0200 hours. The first report Cris 
2701174/17 involved a victim who had been verbally abused. As the suspect 
was escorted off the premises by door staff he has assaulted the victim by 
punching him in the face. 
 
The second report Cris 2719206/17 refers to an altercation that occurred 
between two males. This occurred at 0345 hours the door supervisors one of 
the parties involved. Whilst the victim was outside the same suspect assaulted 
him. 
 
The third report Cris 2730922/17 relates to an incident where police were 
called to the venue at 0254 hours and found a male covered in blood which 
was coming from a very large open laceration, 10 cm approximately in length 
running from the left hand temple to his lower jaw.  
 
The above summary demonstrates issues that occur after 0200 hours. These 
are serious assaults that involve victims receiving substantial injuries. In some 



 
 

Continuation of Statement of: 

Witness Signature: …………………………………………………………................................................................ 
 
Signature Witnessed by Signature:…………………………………………………………........................................ 
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RESTRICTED (when complete) MG11C 

RESTRICTED (when complete) 99/12 

of the crime it appears that door staff have not fulfilled their role to a acceptable 
standard. 
 
On Wednesday 22nd November at 1500 hours I attended the WINCHESTER 
PUBLIC HOUSE 2 ESSEX ROAD N18LN. I was in the company of Pc 2533CN 
Peace and Nial FORDE from Islington Licensing team. 
On that occasion the CCTV could not be viewed. The CCTV system kept 
freezing and would crash when trying to playback footage. This suggests the 
system being used is inadequate. 
We also confirmed that on Saturday 18th November 2017 sales of alcohol had 
been made outside licensed hours. Some of those transactions had been made 
by Marco as each transactions made through the till is recorded with the staff 
members name. (47 transactions of sales of alcohol outside the permitted 
hours Please see till receipt Exhibit PLL/01).   
 
I also spoke to Marco about an issue about the time stamp on the CCTV. The 
time shown on the cameras were an hour out. He informed he would address 
this. 
 
On Sunday 26th November 2017 at around 0330 hours I visited the premises 
along with Nial FORDE and Dan WHITTON from the islington licensing team 
attended the premises. 
 
The premises had a sign in the front window stating no admittance after 0200 
hours. We spoke to the head door staff he confirmed there were a total a 5 
door staff members. He was asked how many people were inside the venue he 
produced a clicker and stated there were around 20 people inside. We entered 
the location and observed around 10 people on the first floor Officers went 
downstairs to the lower floor where there was around 50 people. This 
demonstrates the door staff members were not performing their role to a 
satisfactory level and puts a doubt in how they are operating their admission 
system. 
 
I requested to view the CCTV system in order to confirm that the time stamp on 
the CCTV had been rectified which it had been. However the system appeared 
to be operating slow and cumbersome. 
 
On Sunday 16th December 2017 at 0332 hours parkguard officers made the 
following observation. “We began to liaise with door staff and as we did so a 
taxi has pulled up outside from which two males alighted. One of the males 
moved quickly and entered the premises without challenge from the door staff. 



 
 

Continuation of Statement of: 

Witness Signature: …………………………………………………………................................................................ 
 
Signature Witnessed by Signature:…………………………………………………………........................................ 
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RESTRICTED (when complete) MG11C 

RESTRICTED (when complete) 99/12 

We monitored both males concerned by the suspicious circumstances. The 
male that had remained outside challenged PO226 stating "WHAT ARE YOU 
LOOKING AT MY LITTLE COUSIN FOR" to which she replied in a professional 
manner. The male continued to challenge PO226 but walked off once he was 
ignored due to his attitude. The male was wearing a red jacket with a white fur 
lining and had a large scar on his right cheek. The male that had entered THE 
WINCHESTER exited with a female who didn't appear to be in distress and the 
female left with the two males. The venue was now closing and approximately 
40 patrons were ushered out by door staff and were dispersed without issue.” 
(Please not the above is a summary a more detailed entry can be provided) 
 
This again demonstrate the venue is not operating to a satisfactory standard 
and contradicts the signs that are displayed on its windows informing patrons 
about its admission policy. 
 
It is for these reasons the recommendations have been made.  
 



Recommendations 
 

 
1. The CCTV system needs to be upgraded to all HD cameras which will work in low 
light conditions and the full interior of the venue needs camera coverage, apart from 
inside the toilets, but including the entrances to all toilet 
2. I would recommend a new door staff team. In order to eliminate any concerns over 
familiarity between staff and local persons that cause issues 
3. Reduce trading hours (2am closing time including 20 minutes drinking up time) 
4. Door staff to receive high level of training. Door staff and stewards should carry out 
roving patrols of the venue 
5. Any persons barred from the venue details to be obtained and recorded on a log 
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Licensing Act 2003 - Licensing Authority Representation 

Winchester, 2 Essex Road, London N1 8LN  

Premises Licence Variation Application: 

I am submitting a representation on behalf of the Licensing Authority with respect to the 

premises licence review application submitted by a local resident.  

The grounds for the representation are: 

• Public nuisance; and 

• Crime and disorder. 

Background 

This is an application for a review submitted by a local resident. The concerns of the local 

residents are around standards of management at the premises, and the late operating 

hours.   

Licensing Policy Considerations 

Licensing Policies 1 & 2  Location, cumulative impact and saturation 

Licensing Polices 5    Outside areas  

Licensing Policies 7 & 8  Licensing Hours 

Licensing Policies 9 & 10  Standards of management  

Licensing Policy 13   Alcohol induced crime  

Licensing Policies 18 & 21  Noise and dispersal  

Licensing Policy 30   Review  

Issues of Concern 

1. The premises are situated within the Angel & Upper Street Cumulative Impact Area 

(CIA).  

2. The licensing hours (LP 7 and 8) for this premises are in excess of the guide hours 

for a bar style premises, as laid out within the in Council’s Licensing Policy.  The 

probability of local residents being affected by crime and nuisance generally 

increases in line with later licensing hours. 

Recommendation 

The Licensing Authority (LA) has concerns that the business has not been operating under 

the terms of the current premises licence and that it has not been well managed and has 

been generating licensing related complaints over the last six months.  

The LA is meeting with the operators of the premises on the 7th December 2017, the full 

representation of the authority with be expanded on after this meeting.  
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Terrie Lane  

Licensing Manager   4 December 2017  

terrie.lane@islington.gov.uk  020 7527 3233 

mailto:terrie.lane@islington.gov.uk
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Licensing Act 2003 - Licensing Authority Representation Additional  

Winchester, 2 Essex Road, London N1 8LN  

Premises Licence Review Application: 

I am submitting a representation on behalf of the Licensing Authority with respect to the 

premises licence review application submitted by a local resident.  

The grounds for the representation are: 

• Public nuisance; and 

• Crime and disorder. 

This is an application for a review submitted by a local resident. The concerns of the resident 

are around standards of management at the premises, noise nuisance, customers causing 

anti-social behaviour outside the premises and the late operating hours.   

The premises are licensed as follows: 

• Regulated entertainment for the performance of live music and the playing of 
recorded music, Sundays to Wednesdays from 09:00 until 00:00, Thursdays from 
09:00 until 02:00 the following day and Fridays & Saturdays from 09:00 until 04:00 
the following day;  

• Exhibition of films, Mondays to Sundays from 09:00 until 23:00;  

• The provision of late night refreshment, Sundays to Thursdays from 23:00 until 00:30 
the following day and Fridays & Saturdays from 23:00 until 02:30 the following day; 

• The sale by retail of alcohol, on & off supplies, Sundays to Wednesdays from 11:00 
until 00:00, Thursdays from 11:00 until 02:00 the following day and Fridays & 
Saturdays from 11:00 until 03:30 the following day;  

• Open to the public, Sundays to Wednesdays from 11:00 until 00:00, Thursdays from 
11:00 until 02:00 the following day and Fridays & Saturdays from 11:00 until 04:00 
the following day; and 

The following non-standard timings: 

• To extend all authorised licensable activities on New Year’s Eve, until the time 
authorised on the following day; and 

• To extend the permitted hours for all activities on bank holiday Sunday’s by two 
hours. 

Background: 

The premises are situated within the Angel & Upper Street Cumulative Impact Area (CIA).  

The licensing hours (LP 7 and 8) for this premises are in excess of the guide hours for a bar 

style premises, as laid out within the in Council’s Licensing Policy.   

The probability of local residents being affected by crime and nuisance generally increases 

in line with later licensing hours. 

The premises in question has one of the latest alcohol licenses in the location. Therefore, 

the Licensing Authority would expect that the standards of management for this premises 

should be of a very high standard. 
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The premises has been subject to a number of complaints over the last six months from 

local residents, the first received in June 2017 was about structural music noise and was 

referred to the Council Noise Team. 

On the 25 September 2017 a complaint from a local resident was received, this complaint 

was about anti-social behaviour specifically related to the residential streets surrounding the 

premises.  

The complaints were that “the extended licencing hours to 4am on those days at The 

Winchester have resulted in appalling noise from midnight through to 4am making sleeping 

impossible. This is caused by the clientele of that bar pouring out onto the street and 

seemingly drinking there, sitting on the window sills (designed for this purpose), shouting, 

fighting and generally making a nuisance.” 

The resident alleged that the problems had got acutely more severe in the last couple of 

years.  

The premises were subject to concerns about Crime and Disorder in 2015 by the police 

Licensing team, a meeting was held at the premises and subsequently, a minor variation 

was submitted on the 20th October 2015 to add a number of extra conditions around Crime 

and Disorder. 

It is of significant concern to the Licensing Authority that these extra conditions, especially 

those relating to the CCTV, a dedicated smoking area, over 21’s and re-entry policy are the 

conditions that the premises have been breaching.  

The premises were invited into an Officer Panel on the 7th December 2017, following reports 

from Licensing Officers and Police that alcohol was being served before and after the 

permitted times on the premises licence, there had been assaults and lack of control at the 

premises. 

Prior to the Officer Panel the licensing authority submitted an initial representation to support 

the review. 

At the Officer Panel the licence holder’s legal advisor refused to discuss the issues of 

concern, until full disclosure was given of all the Police and Park guard visits contained in a 

list that was presented to them. 

The list of the most recent incidents included fighting and anti-social behaviour on the 30 

September 2017 witness by Licensing officers and Park Guard after 01:00. There was no 

defined smoking area, and the licence holder and door supervisor had lost control of the 

premises. 

Offices visited the premises again on 3rd October during the day to discuss these concerns.  
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On the 17th November 2017 the premises were forwarded an e-mail from a Police 

Superintendent about concerns regarding the Arsenal v Tottenham match day. The 

concerns were about early opening, not using glass and using door security.  

Although staff read this e-mail, they not only failed to abide by the instructions, the premises 

actually sold alcohol in glasses to a group of risk football supporters from an hour and half 

before its permitted authorised hours. In addition, on investigation the premises were also 

serving after its permitted hours on the previous evening, with a number of sales made 

between 03:30 and 03:40.   

The premises also failed to correct the time on the CCTV from end of October until the end 

of November. It should be noted that the this was only after multiple police and licensing 

visits.   

The premises were visited on the 7 December 2017, a full 5 weeks after the review 

application was submitted and was still found breaching its licence.  

Examples of these breaches included no challenge 25 signage, no contact details for the 

responsible person, glass was still being used on the premises after midnight and quite 

seriously the door security team appears to have never kept a refusal record in respect of 

the 21 and over conditions imposed by the minor variation. 

When asked about training records or incident logs the duty manager was unable to show 

them to officers.  

The designated premises supervisor and licence holder has never been witnessed on the 

premises during any late night visit, which is another very serious concern.   

Licensing Policy Considerations 

Licensing Policies 1 & 2  Location, cumulative impact and saturation 

Licensing Polices 5    Outside areas  

Licensing Policies 7 & 8  Licensing Hours 

Licensing Policies 9 & 10  Standards of management  

Licensing Policy 13   Alcohol induced crime  

Licensing Policies 18 & 21  Noise and dispersal  

Licensing Policy 30   Review  

Issues of Concern 

1. The premises are situated within the Angel & Upper Street Cumulative Impact Area 

(CIA).  

2. The licensing hours (LP 7 and 8) for this premises are in excess of the guide hours 

for a bar style premises, as laid out within the in Council’s Licensing Policy.   
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3. The Licensing Authority (LA) has concerns that the business has not been operating 

under the terms of the current premises licence and that it has not been well 

managed and has been generating licensing related complaints over the last six 

months. 

4. The premises were advised prior to the review that we had received complaints and 

had concerns, yet they not only failed to address the issues, that actually appear to 

gotten worse. 

5. The premises have been visited by Licensing Officers and the Police on a number of 

occasions. The management have failed to act on the advice or concerns.  

6. Even though the premise is subject to a review application, they failed to improve the 

standards of management and have been found to have been seriously breaching 

the licence on a number of occasions.  

7. When invited into the Council offices to discuss the concerns, they declined the 

opportunity to engage.  

Recommendation 

The Licensing Authority has serious concerns over the licensee’s ability to effectively 

manage a late night premises of this type.  The level of crime and disorder incidents linked to 

the venue over the last six months has been significant and there is little confidence that 

lessons have been learned.  This is in spite of regular and detailed advice having been 

provided to the management. 

The Licensing Committee is therefore asked to consider a reduction in the licensable hours 

authorised by this premises licence and the removal of the DPS, as an appropriate measure 

to promote the licensing objectives. 

The proposed reduction in the licensable hours authorised by this premises licence are in 

line with Licensing Policy 8 and would be the hours for which public houses are licensed, 

with all licensable activities terminating at 11pm Sunday to Thursday and Friday and 

Saturday until midnight.  

 

 

Licensing Manager   19 December 2017  

terrie.lane@islington.gov.uk  020 7527 3233 

mailto:terrie.lane@islington.gov.uk






























 
Licensing Act 2003 
Representation from Islington Public Health  

THE WINCHESTER, 2 ESSEX ROAD, LONDON N1 8LN 
 
We are submitting a representation in support of the licence review for the above premises, which has 
been called by a resident in the London Borough of Islington. This representation is on behalf of 
Islington’s Public Health Department, which is a responsible authority. The grounds for the 
representation are: 

• Prevention of crime and disorder 
• Public safety 

 
Public Health are concerned that the evidence provided by the resident and evidence shared by the 
Metropolitan Police with Public Health shows that the Winchester has not upheld its responsibility for 
preventing crime and disorder and maintaining public safety.  
 
In particular, Public Health are concerned about the late closing hours of the premises. There have been 
four counts of grievous bodily harm, one actual bodily harm, and one altercation since 15 January 2017, 
and all of these have taken place after 1.00am.  
 
The premises is located on Essex Road in St Peter’s ward, within the Angel and Upper Street Cumulative 
Impact Area described in Islington’s Licensing Policy 2013-2017. The area experiences significant 
alcohol-related harms. 
 
Alcohol and violence 
Evidence indicates that an increase in alcohol consumption is linked to increased aggression1. In 
2015/16, the Crime Survey for England and Wales reported that victims of violent incidents believed the 
perpetrator(s) to be under the influence of alcohol in 40% of all violent incidents2. National evidence 
shows alcohol-related violent incidents are disproportionately high late at night, with 84% occurring 
between 00.00 and 6.00, compared to 23% between 12.00 and 18.003.  
 
Ambulance callouts 
The London Ambulance Service records all incidents that it is called to. Where the ambulance crew 
suspect alcohol is a factor in the incident, this is “flagged” on the system independently of illness or 
incident type. The callout location recorded is that to which the ambulance attended, and therefore gives 
a good indication of alcohol-related activity in a geographical area. Alcohol-related ambulance callouts 
highlight the immediate harms of alcohol on health and thus the risk to physical safety that alcohol 
causes. The callouts are recorded at Lower Super Output Area (LSOA) level, a geographical area in 
which an average 1,500 residents live.  
 
The LSOA in which The Winchester is located experienced a significantly higher proportion of 
ambulance callouts that were alcohol related (10.4% of all ambulance callouts) compared to the borough 
average (5.4% of all ambulance callouts) between April 2016-March 2017. Of the alcohol-related 
ambulance callouts occurring within this LSOA, 50% occurred between 23.00 and 5.00, compared to 
35% in Islington as a whole. 
 
In the area within a 250m radius of The Winchester, there were 17 alcohol-related ambulance callouts 
between April 2016 and March 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Recommendation  
 
The area around The Winchester experiences disproportionate harms compared to the rest of the 
borough, particularly late at night, which places a high burden on frontline services.  
 
Islington Public Health therefore fully supports: 

• the review of this licence; and  
• the London Metropolitan Police's recommended changes to the premises licence, and in 

particular the change the closing hours to 2.00am.  
 

1 Public Health England (2017). The Public Health Burden of Alcohol and the Effectiveness and Cost-
Effectiveness of Alcohol Control Policies: An evidence review. Public Health England. 
Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-public-health-burden-of-alcohol-evidence-review 
[Accessed 22 Nov. 2017]. 
2 Office for National Statistics (2017). Findings from the 2015/16 Crime Survey for England and Wales. Office for 
National Statistics. Available at: 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/compendium/focusonviolentcrimeandse
xualoffences/yearendingmarch2016/overviewofviolentcrimeandsexualoffences [Accessed 20 Nov. 2017]. 
3 Office for National Statistics (2015). Findings from the 2013/14 Crime Survey for England and Wales and police 
recorded crime over the same period on violent crime and sexual offences. Office for National Statistics. 
Available at: http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/crime-stats/crime-statistics/focus-on-violent-crime-and-sexual-
offences--2013-14/index.html [Accessed 20 Nov. 2017]. 

                                                           

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-public-health-burden-of-alcohol-evidence-review
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/compendium/focusonviolentcrimeandsexualoffences/yearendingmarch2016/overviewofviolentcrimeandsexualoffences
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/compendium/focusonviolentcrimeandsexualoffences/yearendingmarch2016/overviewofviolentcrimeandsexualoffences
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/crime-stats/crime-statistics/focus-on-violent-crime-and-sexual-offences--2013-14/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/crime-stats/crime-statistics/focus-on-violent-crime-and-sexual-offences--2013-14/index.html














Residential Rep 1  

 

Licensing Act 2003 representation pro-forma 

Should you wish to comment on the licence application please use this form to help you. Please 
feel free to attach additional sheets.  

You do not have to make any comment, and comments may be made in support of as well as 
against the application, providing they refer to one or more of the licensing objectives (please 
see the guidance notes for further advice). 

Premises Name and address 
____________Winchester_____________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

Your Name: ______  
James___________________________________________________________ 

Interest:_____resident____________________________________________________________
____ 

(E.g. resident, business, TRA Chair, Councillor, solicitor) 

Your Address: _____________________  
Row________________________________________ 

____________________  
 

Email:  

Please comment on the licensing objectives below relevant to your concerns or observations, 
you may also wish to include suggestions how your concerns could be addressed: 

Public Nuisance 

Our main objection to the long opening hours of the Winchester is the public nuisance it causes 
every weekend. The noise and disturbance has increased over the last years, so that almost every 
weekend we wake up around 4 am to shouting, screaming, and cars hooting. It is particularly bad 
in the summer, as customers of the Winchester stand and sit outside in St Peters Street, smoking, 
sitting comfortably in the window sills, which have been converted into benches. We did 
approach the manager of the Winchester and ask them to stop their customers sitting outside, in 
the middle of the night, as they are incredibly noise, but it has not changed anything.  



At closing time the whole street turns into a commuters station: with guests outside the pub, 
waiting for their taxis to arrive, it is very noisy, as drunk folk tend to be incredibly loud.  

Our visitors on 10th September, who were also woken up at 4am by the noise, took the attached 
pictures between 4 am and 4:15. With people waiting for their lifts on the street and some 
walking towards the residential area where we live. The Winchester does nothing to control the 
crowd, their noise or where they hang out, either before or after closing time.  

Crime and Disorder 

Over the last years the crime related to the late opening hours has increased. We have - just like 
our neighbours, witnessed crime linked to late opening hours (always happening around 4am) 
men chasing women, the latter screaming as if in danger.  

One attached picture shows a group of people fighting in the early hours of the 30th December, 
waking us up from screaming and shouting, to witness two groups arguing, slapping each other 
in the face, until one small group disappeared (after I shouted out of the window).  

Protection of Children from Harm 

Public Safety 

I wish my identity to be kept anonymous Yes 

We will treat representations as anonymous where there is a genuine reason to do so; if you 
wish your name and address details to be withheld then please explain the reason: 

 

Copies of this representation will be sent to the applicant, or their agent/solicitor, including 
name and address details (but other personal contact information such as telephone numbers 
and email addresses will be removed) unless you have specifically requested anonymity. Copies 
of this representation will be included in a report that will be available to the public and will be 
published on the internet; however the published on-line version of the report will have name 
and address details removed.  

Signature___  

Date____3 December 2017__________________________________ 

Please ensure name and address details completed above 

Return to: Licensing Service  

London Borough of Islington 

3rd Floor 

222 Upper Street 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/VdGzBUdrg7Wca


London N1 1XR  

or send by email to: licensing@islington.gov.uk 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/VdGzBUdrg7Wca
mailto:licensing@islington.gov.uk


 



Rep 2  

I support this application for a licence review.I live a  and am regularly woken up 
from midnight onwards on Friday and Saturday as drunken revellers wander along Colebrooke Row 
many of them in the middle of the road laughing, singing, shouting and, in many cases, screaming. It 
was particularly bad in September and October when I was woken at about 4 :15 am on several 
occasions and on two of those I nearly called the police the screaming of the girls was so loud and 
couples were shouting, arguing and swearing. Those in a good mood took the opportunity to play 
football with the cones placed round Thames water’s site and to kick down the barriers. As this took 
place after 4am the drinkers must have come from the Winchester. 

The closing time should be much earlier, the staff at the Winchester should not serve people who 
are intoxicated, the security staff should ensure there is a quiet orderly exit and should direct their 
patrons to Upper Street i.e. away from the residential areas. 

 

 

 

Rep 3  

Dear Sirs 

 

Response to licence review, The Winchester, Worksheet Number: WK/170034902 

 

I write in support of complaints about anti social behaviour and public nuisance caused by the long 
hours of operation of The Winchester.  

 

This has become increasingly worse over the last two or three years and this summer was the worst 
time of all. Barely a weekend goes by without vomit being deposited outside my house and at times 
on my doorstep. The wall - and my front door - seem to be a substitute urinal - I have come home to 
find 4 guys lined up urinating on it (see attached); I have been left presents of human excrement, 
including attached toilet tissue, on my doorstep too (see photo attached). Whilst extremely 
unpleasant, by and large, these problems do not disturb my sleep unlike the shouting, fighting, foul 
language, drug dealing and car horns at 4am when the bar closes. There have also been some even 
more extreme and scary disturbances of women screaming as if being attacked and, on one 
occasion, I witnessed a man 'beating up' a car with a baseball bat outside my house - by the time I 
had found my phone, the car had gone.... I have a couple of iphone videos of such events. 

 



I have been reluctant to come forward about these more serious occurrences for fear of 
recriminations as they have all the appearance of being gang related. In the past I have been verbally 
threatened when I have asked people from the bar not to make noise outside the bedroom windows 
of my house and move on, but the problem has become so bad that I now dread the weekend, 
particularly when there is fine weather and more people are on the street. These incidents appear to 
have 'minders' both on foot and in cars that follow the perpetrators but do not intervene and, on the 
occasion of the loud screaming, the bouncers from The Winchester simply stood by and watched.... 

 

It now seems that these issues do not just affect me; generally the neighbourhood is extremely 
worried both about the nuisance and the affect on our families. Many of us have teenage or young 
adult children who may be coming home when such behaviour is taking place on the street and we 
worry that they might unwittingly get caught up in the fray. 

 

By all accounts, Islington has become a destination for clubbers and, with the dance floor, the 
Winchester is a particular magnet. Their staff are clearly unable to manage their clientele adequately 
and therefore it is time for their licence to be reviewed as currently they are not in accordance with 
the specific terms as follows: 

 

Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the Operating Schedule 

 

7. The name and contact telephone number of the persons in charge of the premises shall be 
displayed on the premises in a prominent position so that it can be seen from the outside of the 
premises, so that residents have the opportunity to telephone the person in charge if patrons are 
causing a nuisance - please see attached photographs taken on 28 November 2017 of the windows 
of the Winchester - no such notice is displayed on the exterior of the building; however there is an 
advertisement inside the lobby of the bar which does give a telephone number for the bar and a 
website but no details of the person in charge. 

 

8. The Licensee shall ensure that at all times that this licence is in operation, all amplified sound and 
music is subject to the control of an entertainment noise control system set to music noise levels 
approved by and in conjunction with the Council’s Noise team. This is not the case; a neighbour took 
an independent sound expert into the bar premises and it was discovered that one of the limiters 
was not in operation and the second was well outside the allowed limits. 

 

9. The entertainment noise control system is to be calibrated and maintained at settings that restrict 
all amplified sound played at the premises at or below the levels when measured at specified 
monitoring points as follows: 

a. Ground Floor 

b. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5m, facing the DJ booth at 2m distance and 2m 
from the kitchen in the rear area of the bar. 

c. 90 dB (Lin) Leq (1 min); 



d. 84 dB (A) Leq (1 min); 

e. 74 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and 

f. 88 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min). 

g. Basement 

h. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5 m, facing the rear wall, with back to the DJ 
booth at 2m from the booth at equal distances from the pillar and the right hand 
side wall. 

i. 99.5 (Lin) Leq (1 min); 

j. 95 dB (A) Leq (1 min); 

k. 87 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and 

l. 96 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min) 

This is not the case; a neighbour took an independent sound expert into the bar 
premises and it was discovered that one of the limiters was not in operation and the 
second was well outside the allowed limits. 

 

23. After midnight all drinking vessels used in the venue shall be polycarbonate and all 
alcohol in glass bottles are to be decanted into polycarbonate containers or polycarbonate 
carafes prior to being served. This is not the case; glasses and glass bottles are regularly left 
all around the outside of the premises, on my window cills and over the pavement outside 
the bar and my house. 

 

 

24. There shall be no entry to the premises after 02.00 am save for patrons returning from the 
smoking area. This is very evidently not the case and there is plenty of dated photographic 
evidence that will be supplied by others. In addition, my son's girlfriend has confirmed to me 
that she was recently admitted after 3am (having moved on from another establishment) as a 
first time entry. 

 

Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority 

3. That notices be displayed reminding people to leave quietly and to use the toilets before 
leaving. As will be seen from the attached photos, no such notice is displayed anywhere on 
the exterior where many people congregate at or around closing time and from the 
photographic evidence attached, it will be noted that the clientele do not use the bar's 
facilities prior to leaving! 

 

In light of falling foul of the above conditions and the major public nuisance caused by the very late 
hours of the bar, I request that the licence be withdrawn. Please let me know when and where the 
review will take place as I would like to attend and make further representation. 

 



Yours faithfully 

 

 

 





 



 



 



 

  



Rep 3  

To whom it may concern.  

 

Response to licence review, The Winchester, Worksheet Number: WK/170034902 

I write in support of complaints regarding anti social behaviour and nuisance caused by the extended 
hours of operation of The Winchester. 

 

The problem has become increasingly worse over the last 2 years, my wife and I are now regularly 
being woken by the loud anti-social noise & general disruption emanating from The Winchester & its 
surrounding streets in the early hours of Saturday & Sunday mornings. 

 

The bar has become well known to late night revellers in Islington, and they flock there in large 
numbers when the other bars in the area close at the earlier hour of 2am. They are being allowed 
entrance to the Winchester after 2am! despite their licence prohibiting this. I can see no fixed / 
permanent signage outside the bar pointing out that admission to the bar is strictly not allowed 
after 2am. 

 

The Winchester is surrounded by residential property on all sides, and the owners appear to be 
indifferent to the fact that large numbers of their customers are encouraged to congregate 
outside on St Peters street, often up to & after the 4am closing time. It seems this area is 
designated ‘The Smoking area’ to encourage this The owners of the Winchester have converted 
the window sills along St Peters street into seating in support of this area. Consequently there 
are large numbers of customers regularly outside on the street. 

 

Mini cabs & Uber drivers congregate outside the bar on double yellow lines & on surrounding 
streets waiting to ferry home customers leaving the premises, thus adding to the general 
cacophony. No one involved in the running of this bar seems to appreciate the disruption being 
caused to many local residents lives in the early hours of the morning on the two days this 
licence extension is in force. 

The noise levels have become increasingly worse this year, and they are almost certainly in 
breach of the terms & conditions set out in their Premises Licence. 

 

I thereby strongly object to the continuation of the Winchesters 4am licence, on the grounds of 
unacceptable noise & disruption nuisance being caused to myself & my wife, and request that 
the Licence be withdrawn immediately. 

 



I submit attached... a log of the Noise related disturbance during the month of September / 
October & of which i have photographic evidence to support, & which i will deliver to your 
offices on Monday 4th December by hand..one example attached.( Oct 29th 3.40am) 

and also a PDF of objections that specifically relate to this Licence. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 to licence  

  



Noise	diary	Sep/	October	2017	
September 2nd  
Woken at 1.30 am by crowd of approx 12 people outside the 
Winchester, 
very noisy. Woken again at 2.26 am, crowd still there very noisy, 
3.37am Woken again crowd still outside sitting on windowsills making 
lots of noise. 
Not managed to get back to sleep 3.59 am large noisy crowd still 
outside. 
September 3rd    
Woken at 2.59am large crowd approx 15 people outside the 
Winchester very noisy. 3.35am Crowd still there, not managed to get 
back to sleep. 
3.54am large crowd outside extremely noisy 
 
September 17th 
Woken at 3.18 am by crowd of approx. 20 people outside the 
Winchester, 
very noisy. Woken again at 3.52 am, large crowd very noisy, 
4.02am still large crowd still outside making lots of noise. 
 
October 7th 
Woken at 3.25 am by crowd of 20 people outside the Winchester. 
3.54am crowd still there leaving premises, did not manage to get 
back to sleep 
October 8th 
Woken at 3.20am by noise from Winchester, 4.01am Crowd still 
there not managed to get back to sleep. 4.06am several cars & 
crowd making excessive noise. 
 
October 14th 
Woken at 2.10 am by large, very noisy crowd of approx 20 people 
sitting outside the Winchester along St Peters Street. 
October 15th 
Woken at 2.37 am by crowd of approx 12 people outside the 
Winchester. 
2.52 am crowd still there, noisy, impossible to sleep. 3.35am Woken 
again crowd still outside, several cars parked engines running. 
 
October 28th 
Woken at 3.55 am by crowd of approx 25 people outside the 
Winchester very noisy. 
 
October 29th 
Woken at 3.35 am by crowd of approx 30 people outside the 
Winchester,Arguments, screaming, very noisy. 
3.45 am crowd now approx 40 people outside the Winchester, fight 
broken out, loud shouting, very noisy, cant sleep. 



Rep 4  

Dear Sirs, 

 

We are writing to urge that you withdraw the licence from The Winchester. This year, from May to 
September, we have been subjected to a weekly ordeal of loud music from cars, shouting and 
fighting at 2 am in the morning. Urinating against our house has become so commonplace that we 
routinely wash down our walls.  

 

 
. It was a nightmare; from May onwards she was woken nearly every Friday and Saturday by the noise 

and fights. 

 

It is evident that this anti-social behavior is a direct consequence of The Winchester and it's opening 
hours. Indeed, we have spoken to the bouncers at the Winchester who confirmed that the problem is due to 
the fact that they are the only establishment in quite a large area that is open late, so people congregate there once 
the other places close. Even if they are denied access, they linger in the area. Patrons leaving The Winchester also 
contribute to the noise and disruption, showing a complete disregard for residents. It has become a magnet for anti-
social behavior.  

 

The manager at the Winchester also asked us to raise this with the council as he felt he could not make headway 
with the license-holders even though they had received many complaints. We have raised this with the council 
repeatedly over the past months. Please act on our concerns. 

 
Best regards, 

 

Rep 5  

Dear Islington License Reviewers, 

 

It has come to our attention that you are reviewing the licensing arrangements for the Winchester 
(Worksheet Number: WK/170034902). 

 

We wish for our concerns and experiences to be considered in your review. 

 

As you are hopefully aware, the Winchester is surrounded on all sides by residential properties. 
These properties include Lambs Mews where we live with our young children, whose bedroom 
window opens towards the Winchester and the entrance to the Mews. 



 

Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the Operating Schedule 

1. 7. The name and contact telephone number of the persons in charge of the premises 
shall be displayed on the premises in a prominent position so that it can be seen from 
the outside of the premises, so that residents have the opportunity to telephone the 
person in charge if patrons are causing a nuisance. Not displayed! 

2. 8. The Licensee shall ensure that at all times that this licence is in operation, all 
amplified sound and music is subject to the control of an entertainment noise control 
system set to music noise levels approved by and in conjunction with the Council’s 
Noise team. a neighbour took an independent sound expert into the bar premises and 
it was discovered that one of the limiters was not in operation and the second was 
well outside the allowed limits. 

3. 12. On Thursday, Friday & Saturday SIA registered door staff are to be employed at 
the premises from 21:00hrs until 30 minutes after the premises closes at the ratio of, 
at least, 1 door supervisor to every 100 customers. At any other time when a DJ 
and/or live music is provided, door supervisors shall be employed 30 minutes before 
the beginning of the event until closing time at a ratio of, at least 1:100.  The door 
supervisor/s shall also be responsible for ensuring the vicinity of the premises is clear 
of litter attributable to the premises. Litter not being cleared from vicinity 

4. 15.The premises shall actively participate in the local Pubwatch  Not  participating. 

5. 23. After midnight all drinking vessels used in the venue shall be polycarbonate and 
all alcohol in glass bottles are to be decanted into polycarbonate containers or 
polycarbonate carafes prior to being served. Not complying with this. Alcohol being 
served in glasses after 12am. & being left on the street outside. 

6. 24. No Under 21’s allowed on the premises. Except for private pre-booked parties 
with a terminal hour of midnight and persons under the age of 18 dining with a 
responsible adult before 10pm  Under 21’s clearly being admitted. 

7. 25. There shall be no entry to the premises after 02.00 am save for patrons returning 
from the smoking area. New customers regularly being admitted after 2am. No 
permanent notices in place pointing this out. 

 

Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority 

1. 1.That notices be displayed reminding people to leave quietly and to use the toilets 
before leaving. No notices being displayed 

 

Objections relating to The Winchesters Licence 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



 

The noise, screaming, foul language and traffic caused by visitors to this pub, especially during 
summer nights and particularly at 4am-5am, frequently disturb us and our sleeping children.  

 

The streets surrounding the pub, particularly our otherwise quiet mews, are used by pub visitors to 
congregate, drink, argue, and urinate. We have been woken by countless altercations in the earIy 
hours over the year. I recall an incident one 3am last summer where, while awake with our 
newborn, I witnessed a young woman from this pub squat in front of our front door and urinate on 
our doormat. I have since installed a security light. 

 

In the mornings the surrounding streets are often littered with broken glasses and bottles from 
revellers in the area, which has led to frequent puncture repairs of our pushchair and toddler's 
bicycle. 

 

I understand that the Winchester is one of only a few venues in the area currently holding a 4am 
license. I understand also that the council has a policy of issuing no new 4am licenses. Without 
bringing the Winchester in line with this policy it will continue to attract late night revellers from 
other pubs. 

 

In summary: we strongly encourage you to revoke the Winchester's 4am license. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Rep 6  

Dear Madam or Sir, 

I write as a near-neighbour of The Winchester, to support the representations 
to you that the licence to The Winchester should be reviewed and particularly 
that the extension to 4am should be rescinded. 

 

 and I live at  and we are 
frequently woken and disturbed in the early hours by noise, fights, singing, 
arguments, traffic noise etc. 



 

This is not reasonable, so close to our highly residential area. 

 

We look to you to take steps to rescind this unreasonable licence, and I thank 
you in advance for bringing your full efforts to bear to resolve this situation. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Rep 7  

 

Licensing Act 2003 representation pro-forma 

Should you wish to comment on the licence application please use this form to help you. Please 
feel free to attach additional sheets.  

You do not have to make any comment, and comments may be made in support of as well as 
against the application, providing they refer to one or more of the licensing objectives (please 
see the guidance notes for further advice). 

Premises Name and address 
____________Winchester_____________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

Your Name: ______  
 

Interest:_____resident____________________________________________________________
____ 

(E.g. resident, business, TRA Chair, Councillor, solicitor) 

Your Address: ___________________
Row________________________________________ 



____________________  
 

Please comment on the licensing objectives below relevant to your concerns or observations, 
you may also wish to include suggestions how your concerns could be addressed: 

Public Nuisance 

Our main objection to the long opening hours of the Winchester is the public nuisance it causes 
every weekend. The noise and disturbance has increased over the last years, so that almost every 
weekend we wake up around 4 am to shouting, screaming, and cars hooting. It is particularly bad 
in the summer, as customers of the Winchester stand and sit outside in St Peters Street, smoking, 
sitting comfortably in the window sills, which have been converted into benches. We did 
approach the manager of the Winchester and ask them to stop their customers sitting outside, in 
the middle of the night, as they are incredibly noise, but it has not changed anything.  

At closing time the whole street turns into a commuters station: with guests outside the pub, 
waiting for their taxis to arrive, it is very noisy, as drunk folk tend to be incredibly loud.  

Our visitors on 10th September, who were also woken up at 4am by the noise, took the attached 
pictures between 4 am and 4:15. With people waiting for their lifts on the street and some 
walking towards the residential area where we live. The Winchester does nothing to control the 
crowd, their noise or where they hang out, either before or after closing time.  

Crime and Disorder 

Over the last years the crime related to the late opening hours has increased. We have - just like 
our neighbours, witnessed crime linked to late opening hours (always happening around 4am) 
men chasing women, the latter screaming as if in danger.  

One attached picture shows a group of people fighting in the early hours of the 30th December, 
waking us up from screaming and shouting, to witness two groups arguing, slapping each other 
in the face, until one small group disappeared (after I shouted out of the window).  

Protection of Children from Harm 

Public Safety 

I wish my identity to be kept anonymous Yes 

We will treat representations as anonymous where there is a genuine reason to do so; if you 
wish your name and address details to be withheld then please explain the reason: 

 

Copies of this representation will be sent to the applicant, or their agent/solicitor, including 
name and address details (but other personal contact information such as telephone numbers 
and email addresses will be removed) unless you have specifically requested anonymity. Copies 
of this representation will be included in a report that will be available to the public and will be 



published on the internet; however the published on-line version of the report will have name 
and address details removed.  

Signature___  

Date____3 December 2017__________________________________ 

Please ensure name and address details completed above 

Return to: Licensing Service  

London Borough of Islington 

3rd Floor 

222 Upper Street 

London N1 1XR  

or send by email to: licensing@islington.gov.uk 

 

 

 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/VdGzBUdrg7Wca
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/VdGzBUdrg7Wca
mailto:licensing@islington.gov.uk


 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Rep 8  

Please see below representation in the review of The Winchester's license as well as attached acoustic 
consultant's report. 
 
Response to licence review, The Winchester, Worksheet Number: WK/170034902 
 

Premises: The Winchester, 2 Essex Road N1 8LN 
Name:  
Interest: resident 
Address:
 
I am writing to make a representation in favor of a review of the Winchester pub's license for 
the prevention of a public nuisance. In particular I request: 1) A recalibration of the license's 
sound level conditions for the music playing in the premises, and 2) A requirement for the 
addition of increased sound insulation to decrease the noise escaping the pub's DJ areas 
into my home. I have already tried to mitigate the noise disturbance by working directly with 
the pub, per the council’s noise disturbance guidance, but the noise disturbance continues.  
 

The pub's music is affecting my quality of life in my home. I can hear the pub's music in 
several floors of my home, including my bedroom. The music starts at 10 PM when the 
dance area begins and continues on until their closing time on Thursdays, Fridays, 
Saturdays and bank holiday Sundays. Closing time is 4AM on weekend nights, making it 6 
hours of music every weekend evening and 5 hours during normal sleeping times. The 
music is loud enough such that I can often recognize the song being played. I can at times 
hear people screaming and what I believe is the stomping of heels through my wall. In 
addition as per my neighbours’ complaints, I can confirm nuisance on the street that wakes 
me from sleep outside the pub on numerous occasions, and in particular several times when 
there seemed to be extended periods of shouting in what sounded like fights on the street 
corner by the pub. 
 

I worked with an independent acoustic consultant to do a survey of the sound levels inside 
the pub on one of their weekend DJ nights (report is attached). In section 4.1 the survey 
shows the music was in violation of the council-set sound levels as stated on their license in 
condition 9.  
 

The consultant's results were communicated to the pub. The pub has noise limiters, but they 
were unable to set the limiters themselves so they allowed the acoustic consultants to come 
in and try to set them to the license condition levels. The acoustic consultant found that the 
downstairs limiter was turned off and the upstairs limiter was entirely unplugged. This is in 
violation of license conditions 8 and 11 and shows a disregard for the importance of 
controlling the noise in the premises in consideration of the neighbours. 
 

Following recent complaints from neighbours, I understand that a council noise team visited 
the pub's premises to verify the sound limits and discovered that they were in fact being 
violated. Subsequently, I believe the pub set the limiters although I am unsure whether this 
has been independently verified.  
 



In order to log official noise disturbance even when the pub is in compliance with license 
condition 9, I called the Islington noise team to come to my property twice on the night of 
Friday December 1st, 2017 and early morning of December 2nd. Both times the noise team 
came and verified the noise disturbance in my bedroom. The second time was after the team 
had asked the pub to quiet it down. The existing sound level conditions aren’t sufficient to 
prevent a noise disturbance in my bedroom. 
 

Given the pub's previous disregard for the license conditions 8 and 11, leaving the limiters 
completely off for what I would guess is an extended period of time, it is unclear to me that 
more stringent license conditions alone would be enough to prevent further disturbance. 
Hence my desire for increased sound insulation from their dance areas to prevent music and 
screaming / stomping sounds from entering my home. More stringent sound level conditions 
wouldn't prevent the latter. As stated in Section 3.2 of the acoustic consultant's report "it 
should be noted that this level of sound insulation performance [from the separating wall] 
would not typically be viewed as suitable for providing effective resistance to the passage of 
elevated noise levels as is expected from a pub or nightclub dance floor." 
 

To summarize, I request that the council recalibrate the sound level conditions on the license 
to levels that prevent the noise disturbance in my home and that the pub be required to 
improve the sound insulation performance of the separating walls of the dance floors such 
that they are “suitable for providing effective resistance to the passage of elevated noise 
levels as is expected from a pub or nightclub dance floor.” Specific methods for improving 
the sound insulation performance are included in the acoustic consultant’s report in section 
5.2.  
 

 
2017-12-04 
 

Relevant conditions from existing license: 
 

8. The Licensee shall ensure that at all times that this licence is in operation, all amplified 
sound and music is subject to the control of an entertainment noise control system set to 
music noise levels approved by and in conjunction with the Council’s Noise team. 
 

9. The entertainment noise control system is to be calibrated and maintained at settings that 
restrict all amplified sound played at the premises at or below the levels when measured at 
specified monitoring points as follows: 
a. Ground Floor 
b. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5m, facing the DJ booth at 2m distance and 2m from 
the kitchen in the rear area of the bar. 
c. 90 dB (Lin) Leq (1 min); 
d. 84 dB (A) Leq (1 min); 
e. 74 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and 
f. 88 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min). 
g. Basement 
h. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5 m, facing the rear wall, with back to the DJ booth 
at 2m from the booth at equal distances from the pillar and the right hand side wall. 
i. 99.5 (Lin) Leq (1 min); 
j. 95 dB (A) Leq (1 min); 
k. 87 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and 
l. 96 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min) 



 

10. If there are any changes in the distribution and type of loudspeakers or amplification 
equipment serving the sound system, then the noise control system shall be recalibrated so 
the music noise levels specified above are not exceeded. The calibration certificate shall be 
forwarded to the Council’s Licensing Team. 
 

11. The entertainment noise control system shall be regularly monitored, checked and its 
calibration adjusted as necessary so the music noise levels approved by the Council above 
are not exceeded. On receipt of a noise complaint, independently substantiated by an 
Islington Council noise off, a calibration certificate from an acoustic consultant shall be 
submitted detailing the following: 
a. confirmation that the entertainment noise control system is operating correctly so that the 
music noise levels above are not being exceeded; and 
b. the components and make-up of the sound system under the control of the entertainment 
noise control system.  

Insert noise report  

  



Noise	diary	Sep/	October	2017	
September 2nd  
Woken at 1.30 am by crowd of approx 12 people outside the 
Winchester, 
very noisy. Woken again at 2.26 am, crowd still there very noisy, 
3.37am Woken again crowd still outside sitting on windowsills making 
lots of noise. 
Not managed to get back to sleep 3.59 am large noisy crowd still 
outside. 
September 3rd    
Woken at 2.59am large crowd approx 15 people outside the 
Winchester very noisy. 3.35am Crowd still there, not managed to get 
back to sleep. 
3.54am large crowd outside extremely noisy 
 
September 17th 
Woken at 3.18 am by crowd of approx. 20 people outside the 
Winchester, 
very noisy. Woken again at 3.52 am, large crowd very noisy, 
4.02am still large crowd still outside making lots of noise. 
 
October 7th 
Woken at 3.25 am by crowd of 20 people outside the Winchester. 
3.54am crowd still there leaving premises, did not manage to get 
back to sleep 
October 8th 
Woken at 3.20am by noise from Winchester, 4.01am Crowd still 
there not managed to get back to sleep. 4.06am several cars & 
crowd making excessive noise. 
 
October 14th 
Woken at 2.10 am by large, very noisy crowd of approx 20 people 
sitting outside the Winchester along St Peters Street. 
October 15th 
Woken at 2.37 am by crowd of approx 12 people outside the 
Winchester. 
2.52 am crowd still there, noisy, impossible to sleep. 3.35am Woken 
again crowd still outside, several cars parked engines running. 
 
October 28th 
Woken at 3.55 am by crowd of approx 25 people outside the 
Winchester very noisy. 
 
October 29th 
Woken at 3.35 am by crowd of approx 30 people outside the 
Winchester,Arguments, screaming, very noisy. 
3.45 am crowd now approx 40 people outside the Winchester, fight 
broken out, loud shouting, very noisy, cant sleep. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION Clarke Saunders Associates (CSA) has been commissioned by  to investigate music noise intrusion to , London associated with the adjoining public house, The Winchester, Essex Road, London. The Winchester is a lively pub with DJs that play loud music on their ground floor and basement dancefloors until 4am on Friday and Saturday nights.  shares a party wall with The Winchester and music noise is audible in several rooms in the house including bedrooms, causing sleep disturbance. CSA has been commissioned to carry out sound insulation testing between each dancefloor area and a number of locations in  to determine the current sound insulation performance of the party wall. This will inform outline mitigation advice. CSA has also been commissioned to carry out a music noise survey to determine the music levels both inside The Winchester on the dancefloors and in the bedrooms in 74 Colebrook Row, for comparison against the relevant noise limits and guidance. 2.0 BASIS OF ASSESSMENT 2.1 World Health Organisation (WHO) Guidelines for Community Noise (1999) These guidelines provide a summary of research into the effect of noise on communities for a number of scenarios and provide guideline values for specific health effects of noise.  The findings relevant to sleep disturbance have been reproduced below. 2.1.1 Sleep Disturbance Measurable effects of noise on sleep begin at LAeq levels of about 30 dB.  However, the more intense the background noise, the more disturbing is its effect on sleep. Sensitive groups mainly include the elderly, shift workers, people with physical or mental disorders and other individuals who have difficulty sleeping. Sleep disturbance from intermittent noise events increases with the maximum noise level.  Even if the total equivalent noise level is fairly low, a small number of noise events with a high maximum sound pressure level will affect sleep.  Therefore, to avoid sleep disturbance, guidelines for community noise should be expressed in terms of the equivalent sound level of the noise, as well as in terms of maximum noise levels and the number of noise events.  It should be noted that low-frequency noise, for example, from ventilation systems, can disturb rest and sleep even at low sound pressure levels. 
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When noise is continuous, the equivalent sound pressure level should not exceed 30 dB(A) indoors, if negative effects on sleep are to be avoided. For noise with a large proportion of low-frequency sound a still lower guideline value is recommended.  When the background noise is low, noise exceeding 45 dB LAmax should be limited, if possible, and for sensitive persons an even lower limit is preferred.  Noise mitigation targeted to the first part of the night is believed to be an effective means for helping people fall asleep. 2.2 BS8233:2014 Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction for buildings The guidance in this document indicates acceptable noise levels for various activities within residential dwellings. The relevant section of this standard is shown in the following table: Activity Location 07:00 to 23:00 23:00 to 07:00 Resting Living Room 35 dB LAeq, 16 hour - Dining Dining Room 40 dB LAeq, 16 hour - Sleeping (daytime resting) Bedroom 35 dB LAeq, 16 hour 30 dB LAeq, 8 hour Table 2.1 - Excerpt from BS8233: 2014                  [dB ref. 20µPa]  2.3 Islington Council Premises License for The Winchester, 2 Essex Road, London London Borough of Islington (LBI) has pro ided a op  of The Wi hester s pre ises li e e summary; premises license number LN/4608-041115. This is available as an appendix to this report. This license authorises the provision of regulated entertainment for the performance of live music, and the playing of recorded music at the following times: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 0900 0900 0900 0900 0900 0900 0900 to to to to to to to 0000 0000 0000 0200 0400 0400 0000  the following day  the following day  the following day    The provision of regulated entertainment for the performance of live music, and the playing of recorded music is subject to the following noise-specific license conditions: 8. The Licensee shall ensure that at all times that this licence is in operation, all amplified sound and music is subject to the control of an entertainment noise control system set to music noise levels approved y a d i  o ju tio  with the Cou il’s Noise tea . 
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9. The entertainment noise control system is to be calibrated and maintained at settings that restrict all amplified sound played at the premises at or below the levels when measured at specified monitoring points as follows: a. Ground Floor b. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5m, facing the DJ booth at 2m distance and 2m from the kitchen in the rear area of the bar. c. 90 dB (Lin) Leq (1 min); d. 84 dB (A) Leq (1 min); e. 74 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and f. 88 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min). g. Basement h. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5 m, facing the rear wall, with back to the DJ booth at 2m from the booth at equal distances from the pillar and the right hand side wall. i. 99.5 (Lin) Leq (1 min); j. 95 dB (A) Leq (1 min); k. 87 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and l. 96 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min) 10. If there are any changes in the distribution and type of loudspeakers or amplification equipment serving the sound system, then the noise control system shall be recalibrated so the music noise levels specified above are not exceeded. The calibration 
ertifi ate shall e forwarded to the Cou il’s Li e si g Tea . 11. The entertainment noise control system shall be regularly monitored, checked and its calibration adjusted as necessary so the music noise levels approved by the Council above are not exceeded. On receipt of a noise complaint, independently substantiated by an Islington Council noise off, a calibration certificate from an acoustic consultant shall be submitted detailing the following: a. confirmation that the entertainment noise control system is operating correctly so that the music noise levels above are not being exceeded; and b. the components and make-up of the sound system under the control of the entertainment noise control system.  
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3.0 SOUND INSULATION TESTING 3.1 Test Procedure Measurements of airborne sound insulation between The Winchester dancefloors and rooms within  were undertaken on 23/03/2017 in general accordance with the procedures in BS EN ISO 140 Acoustics – Measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of building elements Part 4: Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms.  Measurements were conducted using a high olu e pi k  oise sour e fed i to CSA s loudspeaker, which was positioned on floor-mounted stands to generate a steady noise source. Source room measurements were obtained using a moving microphone technique over a minimum period of 30 seconds. This same technique was utilised to measure transmitted noise levels within the receive rooms.  Background noise levels were measured in each receive room in order to correct the received noise measurements for the influence of the prevailing noise climate. The prevailing background noise is dominated by low level road traffic noise emanating from the A104 and A1 with contributory noise from passing foot traffic. For avoidance of doubt, the loudspeaker used was supplied by CSA as the pre-amplification (DJ mixer or similar equipment) components of the in-house sound systems were unavailable. All surveys were undertaken using fully calibrated equipment.    
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3.2 Test Results Figures AS9573/AB1 to AB6, attached, shows the one-third octave band spectrum results of the tests for airborne sound insulation. Table 3.2 summarises these results: Test  Ref Source Receive Test Result AB1 Top Dancefloor Ground Floor Living / Kitchen DnT,w + Ctr 62 dB AB2 Top Dancefloor 1st Floor Bedroom DnT,w + Ctr 60 dB AB3 Top Dancefloor 2nd Floor Bedroom DnT,w + Ctr 65 dB AB4 Lower Dancefloor Ground Floor Living / Kitchen DnT,w + Ctr 58 dB AB5 Lower Dancefloor 1st Floor Bedroom DnT,w + Ctr 57 dB AB6 Lower Dancefloor 2nd Floor Bedroom DnT,w + Ctr 69 dB Table 3.2 - Measured airborne sound insulation of separating walls  NB Higher values of DnT,w + Ctr represent better airborne sound insulation.  The results presented in Table 3.2 range between 57 dB and 69 dB Dnt,w + Ctr, showing a vast improvement on the building regulation criteria of 45 dB Dnt,w + Ctr or greater for sound insulation between adjacent dwellings. Although our tests show the separating wall to be of a high performance in the context of residential dwellings, it should be noted that this level of sound insulation performance would not typically be viewed as suitable for providing effective resistance to the passage of elevated noise levels as is expected from a pub or nightclub dancefloor.    
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4.0 MUSIC NOISE SURVEY 
A further sur e  of the usi  oise le els oth at the ou il s spe ified refere e easure e t 
positio s i  ea h of the Wi hester s da efloors a d i side  as u dertake  o  25/06/2017 between midnight and 0100 while both dancefloors were open and sound systems were in full operation. 4.1 The Winchester: Dancefloor Noise Levels Noise levels were monitored within The Winchester in order to investigate their compliance, or lack of, with the licensing conditions. Noise levels were monitored at the following positions: 

• The Wi hester s grou d floor ar area; and 
• The Wi hester s basement bar area. It should be noted that measurements within The Winchester were set at the locations stipulated as part of the licensing conditions i.e. at a height of 1.5m, facing the DJ booth at 2m distance and 2m from the kitchen in the rear area of the bar for the ground floor area and at a height of 1.5 m, facing the rear wall, with back to the DJ booth at 2m from the booth at equal distances from the pillar and the right-hand side wall for the basement level.  The results of the survey are tabulated below at Table 4.1.  Noise Levels  (Lin) Leq (A) Leq 63 Hz 125 Hz Location Measured LBI Condition Measured LBI Condition Measured LBI Condition Measured LBI Condition Ground Floor 97.2 90 dB 93.4 dB 84 dB 87.7 dB 74 dB 89.1 dB 88 dB Basement 101.9 99.5 dB 97 dB 95 dB 93.6 dB 87 dB 95.1 dB 96 dB Table 4.1 A comparison of measured noise levels with limits set as part of the license conditions for The Winchester. Note: Levels depicted in RED de o strate a  exceeda ce i  the set li its as part of LBI’s lice se co ditio s.  It is clear from Table 4.1 that noise levels within The Winchester were in exceedance of all bar one of the limits set by LBI as part of their licensing conditions. 4.2  Measurements Manual measurements were taken in the level 1 master bathroom, which shares a party wall with The Winchester and level 2 bedroom, which does not, in 74 Colebrook Row during the site visit between midnight and 0030 hours. Once measurements were taken in The Winchester between 
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0030 and 0100 hours, a meter was installed in the master bathroom from 0114 for the rest of the night. The results of the measurements are shown in Table 4.2. Music noise was clearly audible within the level 1 master bathroom during the manual measurement and when the meter was re-installed for the automated night time survey at 0114. Music noise was not audible in the level 2 bedroom, which does not share a party wall. Measurement Location Measurement Period Average Measured Level Ground Floor Living Room 0001 - 0006 36 dB LAeq Level 1 Master Bathroom 0007 - 00011 36 dB LAeq Level 2 Bedroom 0014 - 0018 31 dB LAeq Ground Floor Living Room 0114 - 0400 39 dB LAeq Ground Floor Living Room 0400 - 0500 30 dB LAeq Ground Floor Living Room 0500 - 0700 26 dB LAeq Table 4.2 – Music Noise Survey Results 4.2.2 Ambient Noise Levels Measurements in the ground floor living room diminish to levels monitored in the level 2 bedroom, 
here usi  oise as ot audi le, follo i g The Wi hester s losi g ti e he  usi  has stopped.   These results of 30 – 31 dB LAeq are taken to be representative of the ambient noise level in 74 Colebrook Row during the night-time period in the absence of music noise. These levels further diminish to approximately to 26 dB LAeq between 0500-0700 when the traffic flow on Essex Road is reduced. Therefore, in the absence of music, noise levels in  are broadly in line with the guidance and limits set out in WHO (1999) and BS8233:2014 respectively. 4.2.3 Music Noise Levels Noise levels measured in the ground floor living room and Level 1 Master Bathroom whilst music played in the Winchester ranged between 36 – 39 dB LAeq. These levels lowered to 30 dB LAeq once music has ceased for The Winchester to close. Therefore, it follows that music noise causes an increase in internal noise level in the Living Room and Master Bathroom of around 6 – 8 dB, which is in exceedance of the guidance and limits set out in WHO (1999) and BS8233:2014 respectively. The guidance in the above-mentioned documents is designed to deal with anonymous noise without a specific character however, the music noise is clearly audible; to the point that it is possible to understand the lyrics to the songs. Consequently, this compounds the impact of the increased level of noise, causing it to be more disturbing than if it were without specific character. 
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5.0 MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS Noise levels in  are elevated above the limits set out in WHO (1999) and BS8233:2014 and the normal ambient noise level as a result of music noise emissions associated with The Winchester Public House. As a result, mitigation recommendations are proposed to reduce the impact of the music noise on the residential amenity inside  5.1 Control of Noise at Source The first and most effective priority in the hierarchy of noise control is to control the noise level emitted from the noise source. In this case this is the output levels of the sound-systems in The Winchester. It has been demonstrated in section 4.1 above that music noise levels on the dancefloors in the 
Wi hester e eed the li its set out i  Isli gto  Cou il s Li e se Co ditio s. Further ore condition 11 states: 

11. The entertainment noise control system shall be regularly monitored, checked and its calibration adjusted as necessary so the music noise levels approved by the Council above are not exceeded. On receipt of a noise complaint, independently substantiated by an Islington Council noise off, a calibration certificate from an acoustic consultant shall be submitted detailing the following: a. confirmation that the entertainment noise control system is operating correctly so that the music noise levels above are not being exceeded; and b. the components and make-up of the sound system under the control of the entertainment noise control system.   It is therefore recommended that The Winchester and/or Islington Council is informed of the exceedance in noise limits, such that the sound system is re-calibrated and the noise limits are strictly enforced. This will require the noise output of the sound-systems to be reduced, which will subsequently result in a reduction in noise level in  that may be satisfactory in terms of residential amenity. A memo, 9537.170627.M1, has been produced detailing the exceedances of the council noise limits for this purpose, which is suitable for submission to The Winchester and/or Islington Council.   5.2 Sound Insulation Refurbishment In the case that the reduction in source noise level does not produce satisfactory results, the following recommendations are made to improve the sound insulation performance of the structure between The Winchester and . 5.2.1  Loudspeaker Mounting 
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Structure borne noise induced by the direct coupling of the various loudspeakers with the building structure is a common noise transmission path that is relatively inexpensive to mitigate. Structure borne noise induced by loudspeakers mounted directly to walls and ceilings results in noise re-radiated from the wall, floor and ceiling surfaces of rooms in the building. This can be mitigated by de- oupli g the loudspeakers fro  the uildi g s stru ture, usi g resilie t loudspeaker mountings. An example of how this may be achieved is shown in the sketch in Figure 5.2.1 below. The regions labelled as such should be rubber vibration isolation mat material (i.e. Regupol), with the loudspeaker mounting plates sandwiched in between. It is important that the screws do not come into direct contact with the mounting plate, and that the mounting plate does not come into direct contact with the wall, ceiling or soffit. 
 Figure 5.2.1 - Resilient Loudspeaker Mounting Detail The suitability of such mountings should be verified by both CSA and the system installer. Special consideration should be given to the de-coupling of the subwoofers, since the low frequencies they produce, and their large mass and form factor will provide significant challenges to effective decoupling. 5.2.2 Airborne Sound Insulation Airborne sound transmitted through the shared party wall can be mitigated by increasing the sound insulation performance of the wall. This can be achieved with independent, or resiliently mounted internal linings being applied to the wall surfaces on either side. These should consist of two layers of dense acoustic plasterboard (mounted on isolated stud or MF system) with a cavity filled with ~50mm medium density acoustic insulation. Some example lining systems are illustrated below in 
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Figure 5.2.2 and can be found in the following web link: http://www.british-gypsum.com/~/media/Files/British-Gypsum/White-Book/White-Book-C07-S05-Linings-GypLyner-IWL.pdf 
 Figure 5.2.2 - Left: Resilient bar wall lining illustration; Right: Independent stud wall lining illustration 6.0 CONCLUSIONS Sound insulation testing has been carried out between The Winchester public house and the adjoining residential dwelling, , London.  A survey of music noise levels has been carried out in The Winchester on each dancefloor. When 

o pared to the usi  oise li its set out i  The Wi hester s li e se o ditio s, it has ee  fou d that the noise levels exceed those limits. A survey of music noise and ambient noise levels has been carried in . It has been shown that music noise from The Winchester causes an increase in the ambient noise level in  compared to that in the absence of music noise.  As a result of music noise associated with The Winchester, noise levels in  exceed the guidance and limits set out in WHO (1999) Guidelines for Community Noise and BS8233:2014 Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction for buildings. In addition, the music is clearly audible and identifiable, increasing the impact and disturbance as a result of the music noise.  Recommendations have been made to mitigate the impact of the music noise associated with The Winchester on the residential amenity of . It is recommended that firstly the 

http://www.british-gypsum.com/~/media/Files/British-Gypsum/White-Book/White-Book-C07-S05-Linings-GypLyner-IWL.pdf
http://www.british-gypsum.com/~/media/Files/British-Gypsum/White-Book/White-Book-C07-S05-Linings-GypLyner-IWL.pdf
http://www.british-gypsum.com/~/media/Files/British-Gypsum/White-Book/White-Book-C07-S05-Linings-GypLyner-IWL.pdf
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license conditions pertaining to music noise levels in The Winchester are strictly enforced. If necessary, the noise impact of music noise associated with The Winchester can be mitigated further by improving the sound insulation performance between The Winchester and . Methods of achieving this have been described.   Ben Dymock  MIOA CLARKE SAUNDERS ASSOCIATES  



Airborne Sound Insulation Test Figure : AS9537/AB1Standardised level difference according to ISO 140-4Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms(NB Higher  Dw + Ctr figures denote better sound insulation performance)   Rooms Tested From : Top DancefloorTo : G Floor Living / KitchenFrequency  Hz D nT                dB20 12.725 16.231.5 22.640 28.850 38.063 44.080 51.7100 45.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 45.8125 48.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 48.8160 55.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 55.2200 56.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.0250 56.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.7315 61.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 61.9400 63.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 63.7500 63.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 63.4630 67.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 67.4800 72.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 72.91k 76.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.91.25k 78.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 78.91.6k 82.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 82.12k 80.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 80.82.5k 80.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 80.33.15k 80.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 80.1Shift Curve By: 16 dBSum of Adverse Deviations = 24.3 dBCtr = -6 dB68 dB62 dBTest Standard: BS EN ISO 140-4Rating Standard: BS EN ISO 717-1Test Date:Signature:Authorised Tester:      Ben DymockEvaluation based on field measurement results obtained in one-third octave bands by an engineering method.23/03/2017 102030405060708090
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Airborne Sound Insulation Test Figure : AS9537/AB2Standardised level difference according to ISO 140-4Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms(NB Higher  Dw + Ctr figures denote better sound insulation performance)   Rooms Tested From : Top DancefloorTo : 1st Floor BedroomFrequency      Hz D nT                dB20 17.325 16.931.5 21.840 31.850 37.963 43.780 54.0100 42.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 42.7125 47.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 47.0160 52.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 52.3200 56.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.0250 56.6 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.6315 59.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 59.9400 60.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 60.5500 62.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 62.5630 68.6 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 68.6800 73.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 73.71k 76.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.01.25k 78.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 78.11.6k 80.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 80.52k 79.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 79.82.5k 79.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 79.13.15k 77.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 77.9Shift Curve By: 15 dBSum of Adverse Deviations = 28.5 dBCtr = -7 dB67 dB60 dBTest Standard: BS EN ISO 140-4Rating Standard: BS EN ISO 717-1Test Date:Signature:Authorised Tester:      Ben Dymock        
  Dw = Dw + Ctr = 102030405060708090
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Airborne Sound Insulation Test Figure : AS9537/AB3Standardised level difference according to ISO 140-4Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms(NB Higher  Dw + Ctr figures denote better sound insulation performance)   Rooms Tested From : Top DancefloorTo : 2nd Floor BedroomFrequency      Hz D nT                dB20 13.825 14.731.5 21.840 36.350 36.763 43.180 51.9100 46.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 46.2125 56.6 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.6160 59.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 59.7200 62.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 62.5250 65.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 65.1315 67.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 67.0400 70.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 70.8500 79.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 79.3630 82.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 82.5800 82.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 82.11k 83.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 83.91.25k 83.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 83.81.6k 85.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 85.82k 84.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 84.12.5k 82.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 82.13.15k 80.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 80.4Shift Curve By: 23 dBSum of Adverse Deviations = 27.1 dBCtr = -10 dB75 dB65 dBTest Standard: BS EN ISO 140-4Rating Standard: BS EN ISO 717-1Test Date:Signature:Authorised Tester:      Ben Dymock        
  Dw = Dw + Ctr = 102030405060708090
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Airborne Sound Insulation Test Figure : AS9537/AB4Standardised level difference according to ISO 140-4Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms(NB Higher  Dw + Ctr figures denote better sound insulation performance)   Rooms Tested From : Lower DancefloorTo : G Floor Living / KitchenFrequency      Hz D nT                dB20 22.325 28.531.5 34.240 29.550 39.263 49.580 52.7100 48.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 48.0125 43.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 43.5160 44.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 44.5200 54.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 54.0250 56.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.0315 56.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.4400 60.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 60.8500 65.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 65.7630 67.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 67.7800 75.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 75.01k 78.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 78.71.25k 77.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 77.41.6k 77.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 77.22k 76.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.32.5k 76.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.03.15k 76.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.8Shift Curve By: 14 dBSum of Adverse Deviations = 30.1 dBCtr = -8 dB66 dB58 dBTest Standard: BS EN ISO 140-4Rating Standard: BS EN ISO 717-1Test Date:Signature:Authorised Tester:      Ben Dymock        
  Dw = Dw + Ctr = 102030405060708090
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Airborne Sound Insulation Test Figure : AS9537/AB5Standardised level difference according to ISO 140-4Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms(NB Higher  Dw + Ctr figures denote better sound insulation performance)   Rooms Tested From : Lower DancefloorTo : 1st Floor BedroomFrequency      Hz D nT                dB20 25.125 25.531.5 30.940 33.650 36.763 46.980 57.3100 44.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 44.9125 41.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 41.9160 44.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 44.7200 51.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 51.0250 54.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 54.1315 55.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 55.7400 60.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 60.2500 65.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 65.2630 72.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 72.9800 77.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 77.21k 79.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 79.51.25k 78.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 78.11.6k 78.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 78.42k 76.6 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.62.5k 76.1 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.13.15k 76.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 76.7Shift Curve By: 12 dBSum of Adverse Deviations = 25.5 dBCtr = -7 dB64 dB57 dBTest Standard: BS EN ISO 140-4Rating Standard: BS EN ISO 717-1Test Date:Signature:Authorised Tester:      Ben Dymock        
  Dw = Dw + Ctr = 102030405060708090
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Airborne Sound Insulation Test Figure : AS9537/AB6Standardised level difference according to ISO 140-4Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between rooms(NB Higher  Dw + Ctr figures denote better sound insulation performance)   Rooms Tested From : Lower DancefloorTo : 2nd Floor BedroomFrequency      Hz D nT                dB20 22.325 24.331.5 31.440 39.150 36.263 46.980 55.3100 54.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 54.8125 55.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 55.8160 56.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 56.3200 62.2 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 62.2250 64.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 64.5315 67.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 67.0400 74.8 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 74.8500 83.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 83.3630 85.0 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 85.0800 86.3 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 86.31k 88.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 88.41.25k 86.7 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 86.71.6k 87.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 87.42k 84.4 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 84.42.5k 82.5 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 82.53.15k 81.9 Limit of measurement, DnT  ≥ 81.9Shift Curve By: 24 dBSum of Adverse Deviations = 26.6 dBCtr = -7 dB76 dB69 dBTest Standard: BS EN ISO 140-4Rating Standard: BS EN ISO 717-1Test Date:Signature:Authorised Tester:      Ben Dymock        
  Dw = Dw + Ctr = 102030405060708090
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Premises Licence Summary 

Licensing Act 2003 

Premises licence 
number 

LN/4608-041115  
Date of original 
grant* 

24 November 2005 

*An annual fee associated with this licence is to be paid on the anniversary of the 
original grant date. 

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description 

THE WINCHESTER 

2 ESSEX ROADERROR! REFERENCE SOURCE NOT FOUND. 

ERROR! REFERENCE SOURCE NOT FOUND. 

Post town LondonError! Reference source not 
found. 

Post code N1 8LNError! 
Reference 
source not 
found. 

Telephone number 020 7704 8789Error! Reference source not found. 
 

Where the licence is time limited the dates 

Not Applicable  
 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence  
Ground Floor & Basement  

• The provision of regulated entertainment by way of:  
The performance of live music 
The playing of recorded music 
Exhibition of film  

• The provision of late night refreshment 

• The sale by retail of alcohol 
 

 

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities 
 

• The provision of regulated entertainment for the performance of live music: 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

00:00 
00:00 
00:00 
02:00 
04:00 
04:00 
00:00 

 

the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
 



 

• The provision of regulated entertainment for the playing of recorded music: 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

00:00 
00:00 
00:00 
02:00 
04:00 
04:00 
00:00 

 

the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
 

• The provision of regulated entertainment by way of the exhibition of films: 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 
09:00 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00  

• The provision of late night refreshment: 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

00:30 
00:30 
00:30 
02:30 
02:30 
02:30 
00:30 

the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
the following day  

• The sale by retail of alcohol: 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

00:00 
00:00 
00:00 
02:00 
03:30 
03:30 
00:00 

 

the following day  
the following day  
the following day  
 

Except on: 
 
New Year’s Eve, until the time authorised on the following day 
 
To extend the permitted hours for all activities on bank holiday Sunday’s by two hours. 
 

The opening hours of the premises: 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

00:00 
00:00 
00:00 
02:00 
04:00 
04:00 
00:00 

the following day 

the following day  
the following day  
 

 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/or off 
supplies 
On supplies 

 



 

Name, (registered) address of holder of premises licence 
Beronmoor Limited 
The Winchester 
2 Essex Road 
London 
N1 8LN 

 

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where 
applicable) 
03587048 

 

Name of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises the 
supply of alcohol 
Mr Mohammad Aminul Islam Miah 

 

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited 
No person under the age of 14 years shall be in the bar of the premises during the hours that 
the premises is authorised to sell alcohol subject to condition 2 of annex 2 of this licence.  

It is an offence to allow persons under the age of 16 years to be on the premises whilst it is 
open exclusively or primarily for the supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises unless 
they are accompanied by a person aged 18 or over.  No unaccompanied person under the age 
of 16 years shall be permitted on the premises between 12 midnight and 5am if alcohol is 
supplied for consumption on the premises 

 

Islington Council 
Public Protection Division 
222 Upper Street 
London 
N1 1XR  
T: 020 7527 3031 
E: licensing@islington.gov.uk 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions 

1. No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence: 

a) at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in respect of the 
premises licence, or 

b) at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a personal 
licence or his personal licence is suspended. 

2. Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised by 
a person who holds a personal licence. 

3. All door supervisors shall be licensed by the Security Industry Authority. 

4. The admission of children to the exhibition of a film shall be restricted in accordance 
with the recommendation of a film classification body as defined in the Video 
Recordings Act 1984 or Islington Council acting as the licensing authority where it 
has given notice in section 20(3) of the Licensing Act 2003. 

There are further ‘Mandatory conditions’ applicable to licences authorising the supply of 
alcohol.  A full list of the current mandatory conditions is available from the licensing pages 
on Islington’s web site, www.islington.gov.uk.  This list is subject to change by order of the 
Secretary of State and licensees and other responsible persons are advised to ensure they 
are aware of the latest conditions. 

Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the Operating Schedule 

1. The sale of alcohol must be ancillary to the use of the premises for music and 
dancing and substantial refreshment. 

mailto:licensing@islington.gov.uk
http://www.islington.gov.uk/


 
2. The licence shall be subject to the Council’s standard conditions for Places of 

Entertainment 

3. The licence shall be subject to the Council’s technical standards for Places of 
Entertainment 

4. The maximum number of persons accommodated at any one time in the premises 
shall not exceed the following: 

a. Basement 100; and 

b. Ground Floor 100. 

5. The licence is subject to the following Additional Conditions referred to in the 
Standard Conditions for Places of Public Entertainment: 

i. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS D: APPLICABLE TO PREMISES USING 
DOOR SUPERVISORS. 

ii. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS SX: FOR PARTICULAR CONTROL 
OVER STRIPTEASE OR SIMILAR ENTERTAINMENT INVOLVING 
NUDITY. 

iii. ADDITIONAL CONDITION GO: APPLICABLE TO THE KEEPING OF 
GOOD ORDER. 

6. The inward opening final exit doors specified below shall be locked in the fully open 
position when the premises are occupied: entrance/exit door at the corner of Essex 
Road/St Peter’s Street and the exit door fronting St Peter’s Street. 

7. The name and contact telephone number of the persons in charge of the premises 
shall be displayed on the premises in a prominent position so that it can be seen 
from the outside of the premises, so that residents have the opportunity to telephone 
the person in charge if patrons are causing a nuisance. 

8. The Licensee shall ensure that at all times that this licence is in operation, all 
amplified sound and music is subject to the control of an entertainment noise control 
system set to music noise levels approved by and in conjunction with the Council’s 
Noise team. 

9. The entertainment noise control system is to be calibrated and maintained at 
settings that restrict all amplified sound played at the premises at or below the levels 
when measured at specified monitoring points as follows: 

a. Ground Floor 

b. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5m, facing the DJ booth at 2m distance 
and 2m from the kitchen in the rear area of the bar. 

c. 90 dB (Lin) Leq (1 min); 

d. 84 dB (A) Leq (1 min); 

e. 74 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and 

f. 88 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min). 

g. Basement 

h. Measurements taken at a height of 1.5 m, facing the rear wall, with back to 
the DJ booth at 2m from the booth at equal distances from the pillar and the 
right hand side wall. 

i. 99.5 (Lin) Leq (1 min); 

j. 95 dB (A) Leq (1 min); 

k. 87 dB at the 63 Hz Octave Band (1 min); and 

l. 96 dB at the 125 Hz Octave Band (1 min) 

10. If there are any changes in the distribution and type of loudspeakers or amplification 
equipment serving the sound system, then the noise control system shall be 



 
recalibrated so the music noise levels specified above are not exceeded. The 
calibration certificate shall be forwarded to the Council’s Licensing Team. 

11. The entertainment noise control system shall be regularly monitored, checked and 
its calibration adjusted as necessary so the music noise levels approved by the 
Council above are not exceeded. On receipt of a noise complaint, independently 
substantiated by an Islington Council noise off, a calibration certificate from an 
acoustic consultant shall be submitted detailing the following: 

a. confirmation that the entertainment noise control system is operating correctly 
so that the music noise levels above are not being exceeded; and 

b. the components and make-up of the sound system under the control of the 
entertainment noise control system. 

12. On Thursday, Friday & Saturday SIA registered door staff are to be employed at the 
premises from 21:00hrs until 30 minutes after the premises closes at the ratio of, at 
least, 1 door supervisor to every 100 customers. At any other time when a DJ and/or 
live music is provided, door supervisors shall be employed 30 minutes before the 
beginning of the event until closing time at a ratio of, at least 1:100.  The door 
supervisor/s shall also be responsible for ensuring the vicinity of the premises is 
clear of litter attributable to the premises.  

13. Noise from the rooftop plant shall not cause an increase in existing background 
levels at the nearest noise sensitive façade. 

14. An attendant shall be on duty in the vicinity of the cloakroom during the whole time it 
is in use. 

15. The premises shall actively participate in the local Pubwatch 

16. A digital CCTV system shall be installed, operated and maintained inside and 
outside the premises [subject to planning permission] in agreement with the Police.  
The system will enable a frontal head and shoulders image of every person entering 
the premises.  The system shall record in real time and operate whilst the premises 
are open for licensable activities.  The recordings shall be kept available for a 
minimum of 31 days.  A working copy shall be supplied free of charge to a Police 
Officer within 24 hours of any request to assist in the investigation of a crime or 
apprehending or prosecuting an offender.  It is the responsibility of the premise to 
download any recording requests. 

17. Incident/Refusals book to be completed and checked weekly by the DPS. 

18. Premises to adopt Bill Challenge 25 the National Proof of Age Standards Scheme.  

19. CCTV shall be installed, operated and maintained in agreement with the Police. 
Maintained means that the system will be regularly serviced ( at least once a year) 
and checked every two weeks to ensure that it is storing images correctly and a log 
kept and signed by a Supervisor to this effect. The system will provide an identifiable 
full head and shoulder image of everyone entering the premises and will operate in 
any light conditions within the premises. The system will cover the full exterior of the 
premises and shall record in real time, date and time stamped and will operate whilst 
the premises is open for licensable activities. The recordings will be kept for a 
minimum of 31 days and copies will be made available to an Authorised Officer or a 
Police Officer (subject to the Data Protection Act 1998) within 24hrs of any request 
free of charge. There will always be a member of staff on duty who can operate the 
system, to allow Officers to view recordings and if required by a Police Officer, 
provide a copy of images immediately free of charge to assist in the immediate 
investigation of offences.  If the system malfunctions and will not be operating for 
longer than one day of business then Police must be informed. 
 

20. An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on request to the 
police or an authorised officer, which will record the following: 

  
a. All crimes reported to the venue 
b. Any complaints received 



 
c.  Any incidents of disorder 
d.       Any faults in the CCTV system 
e.       Any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service 
f.         All ejections of patrons  
g.        All seizures of drugs or offensive weapons  
h.       Any refusal of the sale of alcohol 
 

21. In the event that a serious assault is committed on the premises (or appears to have 
been committed) the management will immediately ensure that:  

(a) The police (and, where appropriate, the London Ambulance Service) are called 
without delay;  
(b) All measures that are reasonably practicable are taken to apprehend any 
suspects pending the arrival of the police; 
(c) The crime scene is preserved so as to enable a full forensic investigation to be 
carried out by the police; and  
(d) Such other measures are taken (as appropriate) to fully protect the safety of all 
persons present on the premises. 
 

22. There shall be a personal licence holder on duty on the premises at all times when 
the premises are authorised to sell alcohol. 
 

23. After midnight all drinking vessels used in the venue shall be polycarbonate and all 
alcohol in glass bottles are to be decanted into polycarbonate containers or 
polycarbonate carafes prior to being served. 

24. No Under 21’s allowed on the premises. Except for private pre-booked parties with a 
terminal hour of midnight and persons under the age of 18 dining with a responsible 
adult before 10pm 
 

25. There shall be no entry to the premises after 02.00 am save for patrons returning 
from the smoking area. 

 

Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority 

1. No unaccompanied children shall be allowed in the premises . No children under 16 
shall be allowed on the premises after 18:00 with the exception of private functions. 

2. That the closing time for the premises will be half an hour after the terminal hour for 
the sale of alcohol. 

3. That notices be displayed reminding people to leave quietly and to use the toilets 
before leaving. 

Annex 4 – Plans 

Reference Number: 89322 

 



 APPENDIX A ACOUSTIC TERMINOLOGY & HUMAN RESPONSE TO BROADBAND SOUND 1.1 Acoustic Terminology The human impact of sounds is depe de t upo  a  co ple  i te elated facto s such as loud ess , its frequency (or pitch) and variation in level. In order to have some objective measure of the annoyance, scales have been derived to allow for these subjective factors. Sound Vibrations propagating through a medium (air, water, etc.) that are detectable by the auditory system. Noise Sound that is unwanted by or disturbing to the perceiver. Frequency The rate per second of vibration constituting a wave, measured in Hertz (Hz), where 1Hz = 1 vibration cycle per second.  The human hearing can generally detect sound having frequencies in the range 
20Hz to 20kHz.  F e ue c  co espo ds to the pe ceptio  of pitch , ith lo  f e ue cies p oduci g 
lo  otes  a d highe  f e ue cies p oduci g high otes .  dB(A): Human hearing is more susceptible to mid-frequency sounds than those at high and low frequencies. To take account of this in measurements and predictions, the A' eighti g scale is used so that the level of sound corresponds roughly to the level as it is typically discerned by humans.  The measured 
o  calculated A' eighted sound level is designated as dB(A) or LA. Leq : A notional steady sound level which, over a stated period of time, would contain the same amount of acoustical energy as the actual, fluctuating sound measured over that period (e.g. 8 hour, 1 hour, etc). The concept of Leq (equivalent continuous sound level) has primarily been used in assessing noise from industry, although its use is becoming more widespread in defining many other types of sounds, such as from amplified music and environmental sources such as aircraft and construction. Because Leq is effectively a summation of a number of events, it does not in itself limit the magnitude of any individual event, and this is frequently used in conjunction with an absolute sound limit. Lmax : The maximum sound pressure level recorded over a given period. Lmax is sometimes used in assessing environmental noise, where occasional loud events occur which might not be adequately represented by a time-averaged Leq value. R Sound Reduction Index.  Effectively the Level Difference of a building element when measured in an accredited laboratory test suite in accordance with the procedures laid down in BS EN ISO 10140-2:2010 and corrected for its size and the reverberant characteristics of the receive room. D The sound insulation performance of a construction is described in terms of the difference in sound level on either side of the construction in the presence of a sound source on one side and the reverberant characteristics of the adjoining ecei e  space. D is the arithmetic Level Difference in decibels between the source and receive sound levels when filtered into frequency bands. DnT Weighted Standardised Level Difference.  As defined in BS EN ISO 717-1, representing the Weighted Level Difference, when standardised for reference receiving room reverberant characteristics. Rw Dw DnT,w Dn,e,w Dn,f,w Value of parameter, determined as above, but weighted in accordance with the procedures laid down in BS EN ISO 717-1 to provide a single-figure value. C, Ctr Spectral adaptation terms to be added to a single number quantity such as DnT,w, to take account of the sound insulation within frequency ranges of particular interest. 1.2 Octave Band Frequencies In order to determine the way in which the energy of sound is distributed across the frequency range, the International Standards Organisation has agreed on "preferred" bands of frequency for sound measurement and analysis. The widest and most commonly used band for frequency measurement and analysis is the Octave Band. In these bands, the upper frequency limit is twice the lower frequency limit, with the band being described by its "centre frequency" which is the average (geometric mean) of the 



 APPENDIX A ACOUSTIC TERMINOLOGY & HUMAN RESPONSE TO BROADBAND SOUND upper and lower limits, e.g. 250 Hz octave band extends from 176 Hz to 353 Hz. The most commonly used octave bands are: Octave Band Centre Frequency Hz 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 1.3 Human Perception of Broadband Noise  Because of the logarithmic nature of the decibel scale, it should be borne in mind that sound levels in dB(A) do not have a simple linear relationship. For example, 100dB(A) sound level is not twice as loud as 50dB(A). It has been found experimentally that changes in the average level of fluctuating sound, such as from traffic, need to be of the order of 3dB before becoming definitely perceptible to the human ear. Data from other experiments have indicated that a change in sound level of 10dB is perceived by the average listener as a doubling or halving of loudness. Using this information, a guide to the subjective interpretation of changes in environmental sound level can be given. INTERPRETATION Change in Sound Level dB Subjective Impression Human Response 0 to 2 Imperceptible change in loudness Marginal 3 to 5 Perceptible change in loudness Noticeable 6 to 10 Up to a doubling or halving of loudness Significant 11 to 15 More than a doubling or halving of loudness Substantial 16 to 20 Up to a quadrupling or quartering of loudness Substantial 21 or more More than a quadrupling or quartering of loudness Very Substantial  



Rep 9 

Dear Sirs, 

Response to licence review, The Winchester, 2 Essex Road, N1 

Worksheet Number: WK/170034902 

My husband ( ) write in support of the complaints regarding anti-social 
behaviour and nuisance arising from the Winchester. 

Regrettably, my husband and I have not maintained a detailed diary of each and every incident 
due to: 

• fear of being targeted; and  

• we did not think the Council would be interested / intervene given the apathy and 
disorganisation experienced in relation to the Tesco development and your having 
permitted them to breach the terms of the planning permission without consequence and 
having lost monitoring / enforcement documentation.  

Notwithstanding the above, we have and continue to experience the following: - 

• as I type (1 December 2017) there is a Smashed wine glass on the pavement on the 
corner of St Peters Street/Colebrooke Row (Lambs Mews side of the Road) from last night 
(30th November 2017). (NB) this is not uncommon, there is regularly broken glass both on 
the street outside the Winchester, on the pavement on the opposite side of the road to the 
Winchester, on the pavement where St Peters St crosses Colebrooke Row and at the back 
of Colebrook Row where by the gate/ stairs down from St Peters Street. 

• Every single week and particularly the summer (every single night, particularly Thursday, 
Friday and Saturdays) we suffer considerably with noise from the Winchester. People 
screaming both prior to an after closing hours – general drunkenness, couples arguing, 
groups fighting. Endlessly (some takes place in the street, but often at the back of Lambs 
Mews near the stairs), glass smashing, cars beeping their horns etc.  

• In the hotter weather this is unbearable as we effectively have to choose between 
suffocating in the heat (keeping windows closed) and wearing earplugs and still be kept 
awake, or keeping the windows open, putting earplugs in and again being unable to sleep 
due to the noise. We both have very stressful and demanding jobs which are made more 
difficult due to this ongoing issue, which is getting progressively worse. The noise problem 
persists, but due to the colder weather the windows are closed. Regardless of our jobs, we 
should not have to be subjected to this noise. 

• It is now normal to see people (mainly men) urinating at the entrance of Lambs Mews 
usually against the wall by number , or at the back of the Mews. We have 
not kept a diary but this is unfortunately a common occurance. There is often a smell of 
urine at the back of Lambs Mews by the gate/ stairs down from St Peters Street (opposite 
the entrance to the Winchester). We now generally avoid the stairs after dark as it is 
impossible to be sure of what we may step in. 

• We have both seen have seen a couples having sex at the entrance of Lambs Mews against 
the wall by number  and on one occasion found a used condom the following 
morning. We also saw another couple having sex by the front door of number  

 We shouldn’t have to see that when looking out of our kitchen window. 

• It has become normal to see vomit both at the back of Lams Mews and again near the 
entrance at Colebrooke Row. This most recently happened on the 23/24 November 2017. 
We were away this weekend so cannot comment on the past couple of days. 



• Approximately 2 years ago we were woken up by a drunk woman with no top on knocking 
on our door at 2/3am. She was accompanied by a man she appeared to know. We did not 
engage with her as our house had been the target of an attempted burglary only a couple 
of days before – we believe a neighbour did engage with her. 

• Often if we return home late at night from visiting family and friends, turning from Essex 
Road onto St Peters Street, and then onto Colebrooke Row is extremely difficult due to:  

o to patrons of the Winchester partying outside drinking / dropping drinks / smoking 
whilst stood in the road (not the pavement) and refusing to move whilst the 
bouncers look on and do nothing. 

o  
o minicabs / cars being parked on both sides of the road, thus blocking it and not 

being prepared to (refusing) move.  
o  
o when a car gives way, we then have to contend with drunk revellers refusing to 

move from the middle of the road as they are busy smoking / drinking / arguing 
and do not move onto the pavement. 

(NB) The bouncers are always there, but we have never seen them actually do anything. 

• On at least 6 occasions within the past couple of months, we have both seen drug dealing 
(same man on every occasion) again by the door of number  between 
midnight and 4am.  

Additional points we would like to raise are: - 

1. the problems have become progressively worse and continue to escalate. 

2. we have no record of having ever been consulted on the late licensing of the Winchester. Please 
provide (1) confirmation that documentation was sent; (2) when the documentation was sent; and 
(3) copies of the documentation sent. 

3. our house is not on the side that backs onto St Peter’s Street. Our house is opposite those 
houses. (I.E) the houses opposite our house that back onto St Peter’s Street act as a buffer / 
sound barrier to the noise from the Winchester and it’s patrons, yet the disruption is still 
completely unacceptable.  

4. our neighbour had an issue recently with someone setting fire to rubbish outside their front 
door. Whilst it is not though that the fire was caused by a patron of the Winchester, my husband 
did mention the Mews has and continues to suffer with anti-social behaviour / noise issues from 
the Winchester to the Police who confirmed that they would report the comments in relation to the 
Winchester. 

5. The nuisance and anti-social behaviour will not improve. The Patrons of the Winchester have 
either been there drinking all night, or end their nights out at the Winchester having been 
elsewhere. These people are not going out for a civilised dinner. By and large they are going out 
with the intention of getting drunk, very drunk in most cases. The Winchester benefits financially 
from this. Once the patrons are no longer sober, they do not care about the environment around 
them and cannot be reasoned with.  

 

6. It is clear from the Winchester’s owners that they do not care. If they did, a 
telephone number / contact name would be up in clear view for locals to contact 
(we haven’t seem any such sign). They would ensure their bouncers ensured 
people did not take drinks in glasses outside (this is easily done when people try 
to leave), but they do not. The bouncers make no attempt to keep people on the 
pavements and look at people lolling about in the middle of the road.  



 

7. Even IF the owners of the Winchester were minded to try to do anything, practically we cannot 
see how this is possible given the numbers of people hanging around outside both prior to and 
after closing. All that will happen is that they will move a little down the street (they do this 
already) and carry on shouting / fighting/ doing whatever there. They are also not going to be able 
to stop the cars beeping etc. 

 

In summary, the late licence is simply encouraging the behaviour and prolonging the problem each 
night for people like us that simply want to enjoy their homes in peace without having to listen to 
people screaming/fighting until 5am the following day and then having to clear up glass, vomit, 
condoms, urine etc once the sun rises. It is simply unacceptable that the owners of the 
Winchester are irresponsibly reaping the financial benefit of getting people 
extremely drunk, whilst breaching terms of the licence yet being permitted to 
retain it. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. We should also be grateful for confirmation of the 
outcome of the review. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours faithfully 

 

Rep 10  

The Winchester 
 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
> I live on Colebrooke Row and would like my comments considered while reviewing the Winchester 
late license. 

 
We have a lot of noise, arguing, sometimes fights, vomit, glasses, and people using our street as a 
toilet. Also, cars with their engines running waiting to collect people very late into the night and 
early morning. I have three children and the street has a lot of children in it. During the summer 
people fill the street as if it’s day time into the early hours. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 

Rep 11  

Response to license review / The Winchester, Worksheet Number:WK/170034902 



Dear Islington Council, 
 
Thank you for reviewing The Winchester Bar’s late license. 
 
We find the noise (shouting, so-called singing etc.) from The Winchester in the early hours very 
disturbing. Especially our 16-year-old daughter, an A-Level student, is struggling. She would 
definitely need a good night’s sleep in order to have the energy to study. It’s heartbreaking to see 
her suffer. Besides, night-time noise and worsened sleep quality can produce serious health effects. 
 
The customers also vomit and urinate - not only in the street but in our yard too. They also leave 
rubbish on the street and in our yard.  
 
Kind Regards, 

 



Appendix 3 

Suggested conditions of approval consistent with the operating schedule 

1. As per current licence.  
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